While COVID-19 is ongoing, the Blue Devils are encouraged to keep the number of people in each team's unit to 80.

By Bo Healey

APRIL 9, 2021

Brooms Out After Miami Sweeps Duke

Miami beat Duke 2-0 and 11-5 to complete an 8-game sweep of the Blue Devils back at the Light. The sweep was Miami's first sweep of Duke in the ACC since 2008/09.

Miami outscored Duke 22-6, hit nine home runs, and drove in 16 runs (team leading 28 runs,18 BB and 8 strikeouts over the series)

Miami pitching was impressive once again as they had 3 shutouts over five for the series win on Saturday. On Sunday, the pitching staff was able to close out the series with a combined 6.2 innings, 9 strikeouts with 4 walks.

Miami's slugging and a .455 on base average (.302,23 runs,4 HR), Morales (.341,22 RBI, Villar (.323,22 RBI,4 HR), Del C, Villar and Morle

Miami baseball is #18 in this weeks NCAA Poll of the Blue Devils back at the Light. The sweep was Miami's first sweep of Duke in the ACC since 2008/09.
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